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MCOMS’ new guest facing solution comes 
with next-generation customizable user 
interfaces for any screen your guests may 
choose to use during their stay at your 
hotel: TVs, smartphones, tablets, laptops 
and public displays. HOTstream’s new 
edition 6.0 is open to 3rd party integrations 
and comes with industry’s most wanted 
features in IPTV, screen casting, OTT apps, 
Mobile  FTG TV and VOD. 
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Next-generation user interfaces

Smart UX design is one of the key new features of HOTstream 6.0. MCOMS’ new UX technology 
enables dynamically generated user interfaces - consistent with any screen size or orientation -
that mix menu options with promos. Guest behavior is monitored in real time allowing 
for continuous adaptation of the user interfaces to guests preferences both in content 
and menu structures.

New multiscreen experiences

HOTstream 6.0 is designed to make use of all the screens that enter the hotel network 
in order to reach the guests.

 Asynchronous usage: Guests can use different screens to access hotel services 
 at different points of time or location

 Sequential usage: Guests can move from one screen to another to accomplish a task

 Simultaneous usage: Guests can use two screens simultaneously to enhance their experience

 Complementary usage: Guests can use two or more screens independently for similar tasks

Screen casting

MCOMS’ new solution offers screen casting or mirroring, a very important service that allows guests
to stream and watch content from their devices on the TV. It supports Apple, Android and Microsoft 
devices, as well as audio/video encrypted content from any application. 

OTT applications

Content is still king, but it is not the same content anymore. Netflix, Amazon, 
Hulu, Youtube, Pandora and other OTT providers are the new players and MCOMS 
can help you add, upgrade and maintain OTT content in your guest rooms TVs.

Mobile TV

With Mobile TV guests can watch live TV channels and on-demand movies anywhere within
the hotel’s WiFi network, the pool, the restaurants, in the rooms. HOTstream 6.0 comes with
features like RCU on the mobile, shared TV and mobile favorites, EPG and movie guides.

Web-based OMS tool kit

HOTstream OMS web edition 6.0 allows hotel staff to easily manage 
content for in-room TVs, smartphones, tablets, laptops and digital signage
monitors that are driven by HOTstream. OMS also includes applications
for configuring and monitoring all HOTstream system components, as well 
as logging  and reporting usage statistics.
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All services, all screens. One experience.

MCOM Media Communications: MCOMS is one of the leading IT solution providers for hospitality, healthcare, transportation 

and other operators, having a large network of partners and regional offices in North America, Middle East and Africa, Europe and APAC. 
MCOMS designs, develops and operates advanced technology solutions for multiscreen environments, including applications for Smart 

TVs, set-top boxes, smartphones, tablets, laptops and digital signage monitors.
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